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Flute
To know you fully, my love,
I must shed the poet's clothes.
Unashamed, I come to you in moonlight
letting convention and conceit fall away
no longer needful of their shells.
For when I would embrace you by day, between our warmth
my adornments rustle.
Only in nakedness am I properly attired.
Having cast off each article and abandoned them for good,
unashamed, I come to you in moonlight, and trembling,
enter your fragrant wood.
In amazement my gaze wanders.
When I see you in all your splendour,
words of vanished poets sing in my ear;
words that shine beyond all color
words that need not breath to carry their resonance
save the breath that first inflated them with sense.
I stand unclothed in moonlight, in the wood, an empty flute,
awaiting your breath
that I may be an instrument
of your song.

-- Matt Theado
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Karen
High of heart
Traditional beauty
Wants poetry taught to her
(By me)
I can't say it's hard.
When it's a way of life ...
The words , the words
are infinity percent harder
than the feeling.
-- John R. Dunn

Lisa Horsch
Untitled
Silverprint
9"x6"
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A Visit to Grandma's
Her hair is air-spun candy , white ;
Cat's-eye glasses lay on her wrinkled face.
Her bent body bends over a flowered puzzle;
Nervous, crooked fingers try this piece here
But it doesn't fit, so they try again somewhere else.
She says , "No, I guess it don't go quite there ."
"It looks like it just might go, but it don't fit there.
See, there's those little specks of white.
I reckon I'll just have to try it some place else."
I wonder if a raisin has more wrinkles than Grandma's face .
"You pull up a chair, help me. Sit right here.
Let's sit and talk, fix this thing up purty, this puzzle. "
I have never understood the intricacies of a jigsaw puzzle.
"That's right, sit down. See if this blue will go there.
This one's hard -- too much blue. No? Try it here.
Let's see, over there on that mountain's some white."
In fifty years will I have the same intent face?
She says, "Did you know Mary and Bill have to move somewhere else?"
"Yes, they've got to move those kids and all . That's something else.
You know, I've been working two days on this puzzle.
Before this I did one of a doll with rosebuds on her face.
Now look! You got all those to fit in right there!
All that blue. And those clouds -- lots of white.
When it's like that you just have to guess which one goes where."
Sometimes I wonder why I bother to visit her here.
I ask, "Is there anything you want to do? Something else?"
And I've struck a nerve -- her pale face becomes even more white.
"Well, no. I don't got nowhere else to go. I just do this puzzle."
Time runs on ahead; when we catch up I forget how long I've been there .
I'm glad to see the calmness resting now on her face.
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She calls me Ann, not paying attention to my face .
I have come more often than Ann, come often and sat here.
"I guess you heard Mary and Bill are moving from out there.
They've got to go in June, move all those kids to someplace else."
I can't listen, concentrate instead on working the puzzle.
Try a blue piece -- but, no, the mountain top is white.
She looks at my face, "Oh, you're somebody else.
How long you been sitting here? I've been working a puzzle.
You can help; sit there." Someday my hair will be white.

-- Lara Gose
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Lisa McCumsey
Amish Rainbow
Fabric
24"x24"
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Rod Sauquillo
Memory
Pastel
20"x9"
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Those graceful bones gently separate
another strand of thick black hair
while she stares ahead
with concerned unsmiling eyes.
She hears my voice
and she thinks it over.
Then, judging the words,
She rolls her eyes,
Gently tosses her hair aside,
And breathes a sigh,
Exhaling my importance into the air.
-- Kasey Zachar
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Attic's Toys

Yesterday's child is the ray of sun
That streams through the window
Into our cell-like attic.
Day after day, this golden ray
happily dives into our forgotten dreams,
Our silence, and our prison.
It magnifies the floating dustThe dust of memories of then.
The glee with which it dances there
Makes us remember those twinkling eyes of days ago,
And the freedom we felt when he danced us alive.
In those days we were his comfort, his joy, his whole world.
So easy to make him smile,
And he was so good at making us live.
But now we sit in our tiny attic,
Mutely gazing into his light,
And each of our eyes lingers
On the last of dust
As it fades into night's somber twilight.
Grudgingly, we tear away,
Unhappily faced with the present.
The sparkles are gone from our eyes,
Yet mockingly twinkle in the evening sky.
No giggles of smiles to give us life,
Yet with tomorrow the sparkle will return,
For the sun will dance,
And yesterday's child will come play again.

-- Kasey Zachar
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Mark Abrials
Old Man
Silverprint
6"x9"
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Dear Robert, You Old Dad
how to proceed?
reaching out can take such effort
and I am weary with the trappings.
Robert Frost, I take you to task.
Robert Frost, you who once said
free verse is "like playing tennis without a net."
take down your net dear Robert
I have gone nauseous with your silly game.
serve a dactyl into my forecourt
and I will smash it back down your throat.
you who lob in metered time
and backhand to a rattling ancient cadence:
the strings of your racket are limp as Homer's silent lyre
and your net now sags with the toll of time;
seared with tradition your balls bounce without virility
across a court o'ergrown with sluttish time.
the hollow pik and pok of your volleys echo in an empty arenawhere have all the spectators gone
who once swiveled their gaze to the rhythm of your game?
have they diverged in a yellow wood?
have they taken a path less travelled by?
dear Robert, you old dad ...
I loved you when I was a boy intent on bending birches,
but now I am a man, and the dust...the dust of eternity
is settling on your eyelids.
the net has been taken down by storm and rudely torn!
this is not my doing
it has been pitched atop the Modern pyre and every thread destroyed
save one final strand that would not burn
why this is I cannot say
perhaps we lack the discipline to play.
Damn you Robert Frost!
why do you twinkle at me from beneath the soft grass?
-- Matt Theado
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Bonny A. Lewandowski
Untitled
Silverprint
6"x8"
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THIS

(I tell you this because
we have had conversations on this
subject in the past
And I know you are similarly interested)
This
fact of mine
(no matter now it personally affects me
directly)
of course pertains; just
[to this superficial view we all have of
the petty lives we lead-how we analyse (analyse)
and reconstruct the thoughts we really only act on
And truly have no compulsion to understand
(and reenact processes
of thought) thought] thought
you'd like to know this
(Although so horrid am I
at telling stories about myself and how
Petty it [day to day living] all is [seems to me]-l'd much rather listen to someone else
And talk about myself in the abstract terms
of all this
philosophy and psychology
that I've read [(learned, memorized)
so well] but I could love you)
I guess

-- Jeff Keister
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Jay Walker
Gotho/icism

Ink
22"x26"
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Floating
Bluish,
Balloon ,
Bobbing up and down.
Limpid,
Lucid,
Liquid all around.
Reaching,
Grabbing,
Pulling to the shore.
Swollen,
Child,
Breathing no more.

-- Elaine Schoka
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Mark Abrials
Untitled
Watercolor, Ink, Colored Pencil
20"x40"

Monica Wilson
Package Design: Tango
Mixed Media
4"x9"x3"
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Sandra Davis
Promotional Brochure: Tokyo
Mixed Media
5"x8"

Laurel Sisson
Marilyn
Ink
12"x12"
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The Bridge
Perspective One
The air was an almost translucent gray. Evan looked directly through it. The whole city was
lead-colored -- like a pencil drawing made up of only light and darker dots. Evan grasped the
cold metal rail in his hands and twisted it as if he were wringing out a dish rag. He extended his
arms fully, rocking back and placing all of his weight on his heels. Evan loved everything about
the bridge-- the graffiti spray-painted on the supports, the way his shoes hit the metal as he
walked, and especially the way the gray air made the city look dream-like and unreal.
He had come there as a teenager when school pressured him or his parents were
fighting. Evan went there to get his life together, to watch the gray air lift into the black sky.
It raised the thoughts off his mind for a while. He was in control at the bridge. The water
crawled underneath the metal platform that held him suspended -- superior to the water.
His black hair now faded into gray, Evan still came to the bridge with his problems. His
pin-striped suit and burgundy briefcase made him look like he was in control, but the
bridge was still the only place his mind could sort out the problems and find solutions.
Evan looked at a heart spray-painted on the steel above him. Jake and Holly -- the
names immortalized within its curved red edges. Evan smiled.
He looked away from the heart and saw a trench coat clad boy standing a few feet
away. The skinny figure leaned with his back against the railing, his ankles crossed as his
arms were. Evan was obviously not seen by the boy; his lips were moving. Evan assumed
he was discussing his problems with the bridge. He was glad that someone else came
there to work out their problems. Evan glanced at the heart and walked to meet the gray
figure.
Perspective Two
Danny lit a cigarette. He exhaled a gray puff of smoke -- indistinguishable in the night
air. He flicked ashes into the water below. Leaning over the railing, he balanced his
weight on the bar. His stomach pinched the cold metal.
Danny stood up, his shirt now wet from the water that had collected on the railing. His
cigarette felt moist between his fingers and he tossed it into the water.
He dug his hands into the pockets of his torn jeans. There was no light to reflect off the
safety pins that held the denim together.
Danny tried to see the city, but the air was too thick. "Nothini good worth seeing there
anyway," he said aloud. He read the obscenities painted on the supports. They were all in
black. The bottoms of all the letters ended in thin, dashed lines. They reminded him of his
girlfriend's mascara that had streaked down her face when she said goodbye. "Love
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stinks," he read the graffiti off the steel, "Yeah, sure does."
Water splashed from below. Danny had hated the bridge. The steel was unchanged.
Danny had hated the steel. The black paint of graffiti letters streaked down the gray as if
spelling out a final goodbye.

-- Kimberly Farley
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An Wine
Untitled
Silverprint
8"x10"
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The Optimist
Sometimes
when i hear people
talking
About the end of the world
i Laugh
-- Brett Zwerdling

I said
a rosary
today,
and everyone thought it special
odd
seeing as how I'm not Catholic.
"A rosary," I said.
How simple.
And left the church
without looking back
Such a meaningless exercise.
But,
the beads were pretty.
-- Karen Koon
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Jennifer Sonnichsen
At Home in America
Lithograph
8"x4"
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A Trip
"The road of excess leads to the palace of wisdom."
-William Blake

Jimmy, I have come to visit you in Paris.
Moving in rhythm
on the channel,
I
can see
You
there,
lying inside
your grey stone house
and I want to lie there with you.
They speak French on the other side, but I,
like you,
know only emotional languages.
The sun is too powerful - it seeps through my pastel dress,
which is good you warned me that my naive American style
would receive only condescending stares on the subway.
This is why you came to Paris too, right?
Humiliating exposure as a path to self-realization?
I learned from you:
that you
should
not get drunk at George V
because the garcons are very impatient
with over-zealous existentialists.
Like you, art and culture and style will penetrate my willing intellect
and
I will learn as you did,
then
reward you for the inspiration
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you have
infected me
with .
The boys at the crumbling church in Montmartre
herald me in groans of "Hotel California."
Disapointed, I go to you for consolation.
I know enough to find Pere LaChaise.
My interest is exhumed when I see your back yard.
God you chose a lovely spot,
No wonder you spent so many days here,
walking and exploring ,
travelling these roads
before you became a resident.
The gates are open , and there are others here,
but they do not
feel you
are as special as
I do.
I can't find your house. but I am not discouraged Jimmy.
I met someone
here who says that
he will
help me
to find you .. .
It's not hard - there are signs everywhere,
of the others
who have
come
before me. ESPARZA LOVES JIM is splattered on the gate.
This
makes me more
eager to see you.
My companion is pleasant, Jimmy - he is from Nova Scotia,
he says he
only
came
because his sister
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wanted him
to. Sure.
When we find you he is mute.
I am consumed.
My anticipation is over,
but I am troubled by what reality is. Like you.
I thought kings lived in palaces more grand.
I didn't know what to expect, but it wasn't this simple.
And
how can you just
lie there,
inside
that plain stone frame?
Jimmy, I am rude.
I sit on your neighbor's house and all
I want
is to be alone with you away from your neighbors and the others who have
come
to visit.
The yuppie-hippies from Colorado smile a lot. They say they pay homage
to you and they suck on notes.
The law student from NYU puts down
his backpack and takes pictures of your
house
and
I do
too, although I don't know why you're hiding in your bedroom,
I can't see you.
Jimmy, they fill film canisters with dirt
from your garden - did you ever think it would
come
to this?
I know you are
inside
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Jimmy, listen to me.
I have to leave now,
I have to get dressed,
I've stayed too lonn
Keep in touch.

-- Maren Chumley

Sandra Davis
Untitled
Silverprint
9"x6"
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Ode to Stroh's
"Thirst in"
Love in
Sit in ("Hell No ... ")
Come on in (the water's fine)
"Laugh-In"
Barge in
Break in
Zoom in (on this shot)
Sleep in ... late
Call in (first)
Punch in
Sign in (please)
Move in (with him?)
Stay in (tonight?!)
The means to the ins (ends)
"Thirst out"
-- Lisa Harlan
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Mark Abrials
Untitled
Silverprint
4"x7"
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15 Daze

Almost a tormented dream the clamorous clang of metal doors,
Jeers of other convicts and screams from painted whores.
In the iron cold black of night I awoke with clouds, minor hallucinations
The Place--! could see my breath but no pillow, blanket, or mattress so I huddled
in a corner with Pink Floyd still echoing through my mind.
I escaped into sleep again, feeding myself on the distortion, of heavy metal
reverberations
And the clouds once again wrapping around me silver-lined.
My bloodshot eyes greeted the lukewarm coffee offered by a tatooed
grasp and respectfully received.
Breakfast grits and cold turkey ... so very
Cold
That shivers raced from my spine to my sweaty forehead almost
unperceived.
I didn't say a word and they took me into the fold.
Sometimes you lose it, burning tears, raw bloodied fist thrown at
innocent bars, at my delusions, felony lists.
Every moment I attempted escape: games of hearts, boasts of crimes, pushups,
weekly blood-thirsty basketball with razors and wires overhead.
Slumber came like ... a tormented soul escaping purgatory
Either soaring through dreams of past splendor or abyss-bound with a
future in the red.
Brian was bored and tatooed TRACY on his chest.
No india ink here: a dull junky's needle, ashes, shampoo, a little Crest.
Jim Morrison, conjuring up more visions of the world left behind, is etched in the
metal wall:
"Indians scattered on dawn's highway bleeding
Ghosts crowd the young child's fragile eggshell mind."
Later, worlds away, no more the haze
A shiver--always I'll remember fifteen days.

-- Stephen Fowler
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Betsy Purvis
Don't You Feel Ashamed
of All the Bitterness You
Feel Inside?
Graphite Pencil
11"x14"
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Summer Sunset at Dart Drug
On summer evenings
light seems even
falling from the sky
but touching earth
becomes selective.
In prevailing shade
unlikely objects glow.
Through wall-sized windows
yellow beams pour in
exposing floating dust,
and resting on the greeting cards
and automotive parts.
Some strike the makeup mirrors
and catch victims
in the glare
as people wander through the rays,
escaping heat outside
for artificial air.
And what began as searching
becomes browsing.
The projected shadow shapes
amid the light
will disappear
as darkness slowly fills the sky
and lets flourescent bulbs
replace the sun.
But time is resting now,
it seems,
because
the brilliant clear sharp morning light
has mellowed
with the aging
of the day.
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-- Amy E. Carter

Bonny A. Lewandowski
Eustis
Silverprint
6"x9"
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Monday Morning
It was a calm Monday morning throughout every city on the globe. But once the last
person had awoke to the brand new day:
Every light started blinking on and off,
Every car's red break lights had been replaced with green lights,
Everyone's shoes were superglued to the floor,
Metal turned into rubber, and rubber turned into water,
And the President floated away,
And in the schools, all the teachers exploded at once,
And Mr. Coffee talked out loud,
And all the books were frozen shut,
And all the rivers ran uphill,
And when you combed your head, all your hair fell out,
And food tasted like sawdust,
And the walls tasted like chocolate,
So everyone was eating their walls,
And the rich became poor,
And the poor became rich,
And Gary Hart became President,
And peanut butter turned into cement,
And everyone smelled through their ears,
And all the dictionaries were blank,
And rocks had legs,
And all the clocks struck thirteen,
And I sat on my mountain and laughed at the world.

-- Chris Erskine
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Robert Spackman
Branch of Modern Life
Walnut Stain, Pen and Ink
10"x21"
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Jeff Stockberger
PSIEP
Oil
36"x48"
38

Pharaoh
A sea of cars flows down the highway
crashing into distant flood walls
while in the hot hot 97 degrees, I think of Moses
and wish all ten plagues on the mechanic
who hasn't yet fixed my air conditioning .
The drivers around me are caught
in their twenty thousand dollar metal traps,
not hearing my stereo or the noise of engines,
not feeling the heat from the sun,
nor smelling the stink of gas fumes.
Bound together by this traffic jam, we are separated
distinctly by our cars.
Moses and God's chosen people
had slavery and cruel Pharaoh behind them.
What are we fleeing from?

-- Lara Gose
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Imitations of Mortality
Looking toward the ghostly sky,
I see crinkled foliage
Cascading down
in phantom-like orbits.
Across the barren fields,
Skeletal trees,
swaying side to side,
pushing past one another,
Stare at me in curiosity.
The wind, interweaving among
the lifeless branches,
whispers spirited incantations
across my soul ...
Then stops.
(Still as death)
Finally accustomed to the silence,
I jump at the renewed melodious efforts;
chirps intersperse the airy eulogy.
Seized with awe,
I rise and offer a standing ovation.
The admirable performance gratified
in action and in thought,
I feel my time has come to quit this scene.
For to remain,
I would metamorphosis
from poet to critic,
and do Nature a great injustice.

-- Annabelle Williams
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P~ul Dumlao
Rita Marley #1
Ink
'
20"x16"
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A Disappointment
I hear
the consistent lap
of oars in water
as a boat slowly
glides across the lake.
The blanket of mist
is slowly folded
back against the shore.
Sitting on a small
hill opposite the oarsman's port
I watch.
The hill is
covered by patches
of ivy which crawl
gradually up
oak trees , standing awkwardly
in noble winter
air. Steam rises from
my cup of coffee.
The grass crunches beneath
my feet as I
turn my back on the
disappearing rowboat.
A tired
garden sleeps ; dead
tomato vines hang
over the wire
fence. The shutters cling
desperately to
the crumbling , peeling
walls. The brown potted
fern swings from the porch
ceiling as a gust
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of wind rustles
the ivy engulfing
the brick steps.
-- Wiley Shelor

Sandra Davis
Untitled
Silverprint
9"x6"
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Sunday Morning
You were breakfasting
downstairs.
In my valiant attempt
to finally arise,
I yanked the blinds down
too hard
and let them fly
too soon.
That vase fell
from windowsill
to hardwood floor,
premature death
by gravity.
I swept
the flowerless ceramic mess
(which had once held,
when still intact,
those first apologetic roses)
into a ceramic pile
and almost wept.
You climbed the steps
and entered the bedroom
looking well-fed,
but you only wanted to know
where the hell
the hammer
was at.
-- Irene Gammon
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Lisa Horsch
Happy Birthday

Photogram
8"x9"
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My Wallpaper
My wallpaper
Is a cheap, pastel, floral print
Slowly peeling,
because some wife said,
"Oh, Honey isn't this ADORABLE!"
Her husband said,
"Whatever, dear."
Put it up himself,
Yet, like all 'knowledgeable' men,
Didn't read the How to Book ·
And I hate explaining it .
To people who don't know me.
Fortunately, there's more
to life than wallpaper.

-- John R. Dunn

Judy Richards
Collage : Duet
Watermedia Collage
11"x13"
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Michele Dunbar
Untitled
Silverprint
9"x7"
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A Brief Moment
Warm colors carousel in a comforting sky
An uplifting breeze gently rustles
As intriguing subtleties are discovered.
The day majestically surrenders
And the time is now ours.
-- Bill O'Connor
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The Deserter
He awakes to a solitary sun-beam
caressing his brow with a touch not surpassed
by the lightest breeze, the gentlest lover,
or the soft white fur of the kitten that
rubs lovingly against his grizzled chin.
He is a man who has seen much of life,
who chose to close the blinds and lock the doors.
A veteran spoke, flung from a punctured wheel,
distancing himself from its erratic path;
seeking solace from a society gone mad.
He's called a hermit, a loner, a freak
because he chose to take the path untrodden.
His life is not a means, but an end itself.
The Heirophant of the tarot deck,
he lives humbly, the guardian of time.
Wise and pious, he lifts his face to God,
and prays for the salvation of them all.
Red dust swirls wildly around his feet.
The desert sun setting on the horizon
illuminates the passion in his eyes.

-- Erika Johnson
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Betsy Purvis
Untitled
Graphite Pencil
12"x16"
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Chrysalis 1990
is dedicated in fond memory of
Elizabeth Lee,
1947-1990.
We are thankful for having had the opportunity
to share her time, her talent,
and her friendship.
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